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Meeting Note 
 

Our ref 30117/NT/5061176v3 

Date 26 June 2013 

Present CLG members 

 Tom French (TF) Councillor for St Austell Bay; Michael Sheehan (MS), Carlyon 

Parish Council; June Anderson (JA) St Blaise Town Council; Caron Thompson 

(CT), Eden Project ; Louise Wood (LW), Cornwall Council; Jon Kenny (JK), CEG; 

David Porter (DP), DJCPM Ltd; Nicholas Thompson (NT), NLP; Samantha 

Sainsbury (SS), NLP; Jacky Swain (JS), CEG; Michelle Sammons (MSa), CEG; 

David Bell (DB), Bryan G Hall. 

Apologies Matthew Authur (MA), Imerys; Paul Banks (PA), CC 

Venue Information Centre, Carlyon Bay 

Circulation All present and absent CLG members 

 

Subject  Carlyon Bay: Community Liaison Group Meeting 4 (26 June 2013) 

   

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 JK thanked the CLG members for coming and provided a brief update on 

progress since the last CLG (November 2012). JK sympathised with some 

disappointment and frustration surrounding lack of activity on site, and 

commented that this disappointment is shared by CEG.  

1.2 JK reminded the group of the unanimous approval by Cornwall Council of the 

hybrid planning permission. However, since this time the recession has really 

impacted on development and funding for development on commercially 

acceptable terms is all but impossible, not just in St Austell but globally. JK 

advised that CEG wants to move forward, but cannot “turn the investment world 

upside down”. However, CEG is seeking to ensure that, when the economic 

climate improves, investors will have confidence in the development at Carlyon 

Bay and that the project circumstances have been de-risked as far as is 

possible 

1.3 JK advised that CEG estimates that funding may be available mid 2015 and 

this would lead to work  starting on site three years from now (early 2016). JK 

explained that there is an intense lead in period of work which must be 

completed before work can commence on site (to be explained by DP later, 

para 4.1). Should economic conditions allow, the works will be able to start at 

an earlier date.  

1.4 JK welcomed Tom French and congratulated him on becoming the new 

Councillor for St Austell Bay.  
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1.5 TF thanked JK and discussed with the group his current role as chair of the 

CLG. TF considered that he should stand down as chair and asked the group if 

there was a need for chair at the moment, given this is an update meeting.  

1.6 JK advised that there have been quite a few apologies for this meeting and 

asked if it was best to agree a chair once there was more momentum with the 

development. JS also advised that given TF’s new position, the CLG will have a 

new member from the Chamber, who will attend the next meeting. JA agreed 

and suggested that an update meeting did not require a chair.  

1.7 MS emphasised that an update is very welcome by the group. The Carlyon Bay 

project is an agenda item at the Parish Council meeting each month. No update 

creates “negative vibes”. MS suggested a regular update is needed and 

suggested a monthly newsletter would suffice. LD confirmed that CC does a 

similar one page eco-bulletin which people like receiving even if limited in 

content. 

1.8 MS also requested that the CLG presentation material is circulated to help 

keep the Parish Council audience informed and this may help provide more 

positive feedback.  

1.9 JK appreciated that there are small scale activities on site (i.e. clearing up the 

beach) which could be shared. JK said that CEG needs to seek to manage 

expectations better but there are no easy solutions in terms of timescale. 

1.10 JA agreed that she would welcome information in order to keep her Council 

updated. CT stated that even reporting on small activities is worthwhile and will 

be seen in a positive light. 

1.11 TF advised that the development was discussed at the last Parish Council 

meeting which was very encouraging because old issues were not revisited.  

1.12 JK confirmed that CEG want to create a sense of cooperation and want the 

community to be involved and influence the process. In order to do this, it 

requires management to ensure we all work together. 

ActionActionActionAction CEG to consider a means of regular ‘update’ communications.  

2.0 Actions from the last meeting (29 November 2012) 

2.1 DP advised that CEG is committed to investigating car sharing initiatives during 

construction. This will be discussed in more detail at the appropriate time as 

the scheme progresses. 

2.2 MS/TF advised that a meeting with Sea Road Frontages has taken place. A 

separate update will be provided later (see para 4.7). 
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3.0 Public Rights of Way 

3.1 DP reminded CLG members of previous discussions regarding the public rights 

of way (PROW). This resulted in agreement that, given traffic levels are going to 

increase, a sensible approach would be to separate vehicular and pedestrian 

traffic down Beach Road and across the top car park. The CLG also felt the 

footpath should continue down the hill rather than down the steps and CEG 

agreed to consider this view. 

3.2 DP advised that since the last meeting, CEG has progressed PROW matters 

which now include a footpath down the hill.  

3.3 DP reminded the CLG of the significant amount of general access to the 

development site and beaches agreed via the approved parameter plans and 

S106 agreement.  

3.4 DP explained to the group that there are currently four routes in the area of the 

top car park (route 36; the historic line (as defined by CC); the definitive SWCP 

and the ‘as walked’ SWCP). CEG is seeking to rationalise the PROW onto one 

route – the walked route of SWCP – as this is the walked route. DP advised that 

CEG is currently seeking planning permission to amend the layout of the car 

park (providing 36 additional spaces, as well as some new fencing and 

landscaping).  

3.5 DP explained that CEG will also be seeking a PROW which starts at Sea Road 

and extends to Point 14. Currently, the PROW is the width of Beach Road. CEG 

is seeking to ensure the PROW is routed along the footpath, for safety, and 

then elevated  onto  the podium [which is about 3.5m higher than ground level] 

to an elevated new Point 14. JK advised that the elevated part of the route and 

the footpath down the hill will be agreed via a Walkways Agreement.  

3.6 DP explained that CEG has objected to an application to extend the PROW from 

Point 14 to MHW on the basis that this would be at ground level, through the 

undercroft and sea defences including the primary sea wall. DP explained that 

this is neither sensible nor practical for the public to use such a route. LD 

asked if CEG’s objection would result in an inquiry. DP confirmed that this could 

be the case and there will be time implications. JK emphasised that CEG has 

good reasons for making an objection – this would not result in any detriment to 

access and will enhance safety. 

3.7 DP also explained that the agreed Beach Management Manual [which is part of 

the Section 106] requires CEG to be able to close the promenade and beach in 

extreme storms via a storm warning system. A PROW would prevent this. 

Accordingly, CEG’s objection is driven by safety considerations and proper 

management of the resort. 

3.8 CT asked where people will be able to cycle. DB explained that the carriageway 

will be 5.5m to encourage cycling. NT advised that as well as ‘on site’, cycle 
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stands will be provided in top car park close to where there will be security and 

surveillance at the entrance to the site. 

3.9 DP advised that there has been some concern with coastal erosion and 

maintenance of the PROW. DP advised that CEG is agreeing a planning 

condition which will require an alternative route to be found for the PROW on 

the walked line of the SWCP in such an event (see also para 4.8). 

3.10 MS confirmed that as long as there is a legal requirement to reinstate the path 

people will be satisfied – this will stop misinformation. MS stated that access 

to the site is the biggest issue however CEG’s plans make good sense.  

3.11 TF asked if the PROW plans will only happen once the development 

commences. JK confirmed this and stated that CEG need the relevant 

permissions in order to do this therefore CEG is progressing this now.  DP 

stated that it will only become a PROW once constructed. NT advised that the 

Government has recently changed legislation for PROW and planning 

applications to happen in parallel, which is helpful, but we have to follow the 

‘old’ approach.  

3.12 LD asked DP to confirm the timings for submission of an application. NT 

confirmed that CEG is waiting for determination of the minor material 

amendment application to amend the layout of the top car park. DP stated that 

CEG will then make an application to Council for the PROW.  

4.0 Any Other Business 

Timing of development 

4.1 JK asked DP to explain the proposed timeline for construction work and the 

lead in period. DP stated that a realistic start date is early 2016. However, DP 

advised that there will be a 15 month lead in before the Coliseum can be 

demolished.  

4.2 As an example of the lead in periods required for construction to start DP 

explained that there are bats in the Coliseum and 6 months of survey work is 

required before a bat license can be obtained from Natural England. In order to 

mitigate any impact on the bats, a bat house is required to be designed and 

agreed with CC. Once a bat license has been obtained the Coliseum can be 

demolished which will take 4 months on site. DP explained that the demolition 

can only be carried out during early spring or early autumn. 

4.3 DP also reminded the CLG of the 16 approved parameter plans which set the 

‘rules’ for developing the design. The design of the development is required to 

be developed and reserved matters applications will need to be agreed with CC. 

NT explained that a phasing plan is required. 
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Temporary retention of the sea wall - planning application 

4.4 JK explained that CEG submitted an application in October 2012 to temporarily 

retain the sea wall until June 2014 and this was recently withdrawn. JK 

explained that CEG is seeking to more accurately define the required timescale 

to ensure that when a new application is submitted this provides a realistic 

timescale. It also avoids submission of a number of short term applications. NT 

advised that this application will be submitted shortly and will suggest removal 

of the sheet piling by 31 March 2016. 

4.5 NT explained that this will require the information centre to be relocated. In 

order to do this a lawful development certificate has been agreed with CC. This 

relocation needs to be related to starting the new development. 

4.6 TF advised that he, and others, turned up for the committee meeting for the 

planning application and were unaware until the last minute that the application 

had been withdrawn. TF advised that this did not reflect well on CEG. NT 

explained that CEG had hoped to simply amend the date for retention, however 

because of CC procedures the application was required to be withdrawn and 

resubmitted. JK apologised and agreed that the timing was unfortunate.  

Meeting with Sea Road Frontages 

4.7 MS advised that he and TF had attended a meeting with Sea Road Frontages. 

MS advised that the meeting with Sea Road Frontages had been relatively co-

operative. He advised that there was concern about losing the PROW. It was 

requested that CEG provide a mechanism to protect the path whereby if it 

becomes unusable the PROW will revert back to the previous route.  

4.8 DP advised the CLG that this has been raised by Mike Eastwood at CC. CEG 

considered that the risk of coastal erosion was extremely remote however CEG 

is happy to agree to a planning condition to secure this. NT advised that a 

planning condition has been drafted with Paul Banks (CC) which ensures that, 

should the current PROW become unusable, it will be reprovided. MS advised 

that people would feel comfortable if this information was shared. 

Meeting with CBW 

4.9 TF advised that a meeting had been held with CBW. TF concluded from their 

comments that they are wary of developers and consider that the s106 will not 

be honoured. Although not part of the 106, DP explained that CEG had already 

honoured an agreement to upgrade Cypress Avenue at a substantial cost and it 

was now adopted by CC. CT agreed this was a good example of CEG’s 

intentions. 

4.10 MS confirmed that there is scepticism which originates from the distant history 

of the site and the change in planning permissions. MS advised that they will 

be a difficult group to convince but there may be a way to move forward if there 
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is co-operation and a change in attitude within CBW. MS confirmed that CBW 

feel excluded from the CLG. 

4.11 JK advised that the CLG is set up to achieve the very best from the 

development by informing the public and the representatives on the CLG 

working together to that end.  

4.12 It was agreed that during the planning application strong objections had been 

raised but the planning permission unanimously granted by CC establishes a 

new position. This is the starting point for future involvement and collaborative 

discussion about the detailed design. 

5.0 Next Meeting 

5.1 The date of the next meeting will be agreed in due course.  

 


